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Abstract— Neutron imaging of a polymer electrolyte mem-
brane fuel cell (PEMFC) revealed distinct patterns of water
fronts moving through the gas diffusion layers (GDL) and
channels [1]. The PEMFC was operating with dead-ended,
straight and almost vertically-oriented anode channels; hence
the gravity driven accumulation of liquid water at the end of
the channel caused flooding in an upward direction. In order
to predict the spatiotemporal evolution of water patterns inside
severely-flooded fuel cells, various distributed parameter models
of the water transport through the membrane and GDLs to the
cathode and anode channels have been developed by the authors
and others.

In this paper, a zero-dimensional moving front model is
presented which captures the location of the water phase
transition inside the GDL, instead of using the standard partial
differential equation (PDE) approach for modeling liquid water
in porous media which is numerically difficult to solve. This
model uses three nonlinear states (the anode and cathode GDL
front location and the membrane water content) and three
inputs (the anode and cathode vapor concentration and the
current density) to predict the slowly evolving front locations in
both anode and cathode side GDLs during flooding and drying
as well as the dynamic changes in membrane water content.
The unit cell model is finally formulated with three hybrid
modes and their transition laws. The hybrid-state model will
be parameterized in the future using experimentally observed
front evolutions. This parameterized unit cell model will be
used to model the water accumulation along the channel in
order to predict and avoid severe flooding conditions.

Water management is a critical issue for PEMFC operation

to ensure long stack life and efficient operation. There

needs to be sufficient water content in the membrane, (high

λmb), so that proton conduction through the membrane is

easy (a dry membrane has higher resistance which leads

to voltage loss), but flooding in the channels or catalyst

layers is undesirable, and can cause permenant degradation

or damage.

Water produced at the cathode catalyst layer will diffuse

back to the anode side due to the gradient in water concen-

tration across the membrane. Unfortunately there is also a

concentration gradient for nitrogen, when air is used as fuel

on the cathode, which leads to nitrogen diffusion across the

membrane and accumulation in the anode channel [2], [3].

During low flows gravity, buoyancy and channel orientation

help establish statistically repeatable and large spatiotempo-

ral variations, which allows for model simplification. In the

anode channel, water liquid, water vapor and nitrogen will

settle to the bottom of the channel and in the extreme case

of dead-ended anode operation, these heavier molecules will

displace hydrogen from that portion of the cell, leading to
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Fig. 1. A schematic of water fronts propagating inside a polymer electrolyte
membrane fuel cell motivating the proposed modeling paradigm.

voltage loss and carbon corrosion of the catalyst support

in the cathode [1], [4], [5], [6]. Therefore scheduling an

occasional purge of the anode volume is necessary to remove

the accumulated water and inert gas [7], [8]. The control

input u, shown in Fig. 1, can be used to adjust the purge

period and duration. Too frequent purging wastes hydrogen

and may over dry the membrane leading to decreased cell

performance and other degradation issues. Hence a model-

based purge-schedule is highly desirable.

In our previous work we showed that 6 coupled 2nd

order partial differential equations (PDEs), three for each

side of the membrane, described the 1-D time varying liquid

water, water vapor, and reactant gas (hydrogen or oxygen)

distribution through the gas diffusion layer GDL [8], [9]

and [10]. The previous model, utilized an averaged lumped

parameter approach for the channel concentrations which

served as boundary conditions for the PDEs. The PDE model

with lumped parameter channels demonstrated good results

for the majority of operating conditions [8], but the unit

cell model with a PDE description requires a very fine

discretization grid for liquid water, in order to capture the

steep front at the two phase transition. Adaptive grids and

other methodologies have been used to handle this type

of problem, but they are not well suited for a reduced

complexity, control oriented model.

In this paper we leverage the nature of the sharp transition

in the GDL liquid water volume. We define the two-phase

front location in the GDL, along the x direction, in terms of

an ordinary differential equation (ODE), greatly reducing the

computational complexity of the 1-D 2-phase water model.

The proposed model uses three nonlinear states (the anode
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TABLE I

NOMENCLATURE

Catalyst layer CTL

Membrane MB

Gas Diffusion Layer GDL

Maximum liquid water flux (mol cm−2 s−1) NL,max

Anode water vapor concentration cv,an

Slope of cv,an in single-phase region mv

Y-intercept of cv,an in single-phase region bv

Water content of liquid equilibrated membrane λmax = 22 [13]

GDL thickness (µm) δGDL = 420
Membrane thickness (µm) δmb = 25
Mass transfer coefficient kmt

Channel height (mm) Hch = 1
Vapor flux in the anode GDL Nv,an

Liquid saturation in the two phase region s∗
Catalyst layer liquid water saturation sctl,j

Temperature (K) T
Water activity a = cv/cv,sat

GDL porosity ǫ=0.8

Vapor diffusivity (cm2 s−1) DV = 0.345
Porosity corrected vapor diffusivity (cm2 s−1) Dv,e [14]

Sherwood number Sh = 2.693 [15]

Faraday’s constant F
Current density (A cm −2) ifc

and cathode GDL water front location and the membrane

water content) and three inputs (the anode and cathode

vapor concentration and the current density) to predict the

dynamically evolving front locations in both anode and

cathode side GDLs during flooding and drying as well as

the slower dynamic changes in membrane water content. We

present the detailed equations only for the anode and the

membrane, and just highlight the modifications necessary

for the cathode calculations. The unit cell model is finally

formulated with three hybrid modes and their transition laws.

Apart from the new modeling paradigm based on moving

water fronts, we also show that the water transport through

the membrane can be improved by including an additional

mechanism for liquid water transport through the membrane

similar to [11], [12].

I. PROPOSED MODELING PARADIGM

The liquid water in the GDL is described in terms of liquid

saturation s = vl/vp, which is the ratio of liquid volume

to open pore volume. The steep drop in s at the transition

between the two-phase and single phase water areas in the

GDL is the result of the sigmoidal function of the capillary

pressure [14] and requires very fine discretization of the

PDEs [8], [10], in order to accurately represent the front

propagation. Therefore, we choose to model the liquid water

accumulation in the fuel cell using an ODE moving front

approach, similar to [16]. We assume that the liquid water

propagates at a constant, tunable, volume fraction, s∗, which

is slightly larger than the immobile limit.

The caricature shown in Fig. 2, with a square-shape two-

phase front highlights the steep transition and the front

propagation dxfr/dt. Using the numerical solution of the

physically-derived PDEs in [8], [10] and the experimental

observations in [1] we infer that locally, liquid water first

begins to accumulate in the GDL as shown in frame (a).
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Fig. 2. Evolution of liquid water fronts in the GDL and channel. In frame
(a) liquid water fills the GDL up to s = s∗, then the two phase front
propagates toward the channel. Next in (b) the liquid begins to accumulate
in the channel. Finally in (c) once the channel section fills completely water
begins to spread back up along the channel.

In the next frame, (b), the liquid water front has reached

the GDL-channel boundary. Since there is little resistance

to water entering the channel, it begins to spill out of the

GDL and into the channel where it accumulates. Finally

in frame (c), liquid water fills the anode channel section

completely and begins spreading along the y-direction, up

the channel and against gravity. Convection and buoyancy

dominate transport in the channels due to the long aspect

ratio, Lch >> Hch >> δGDL, therefore we only need to be

concerned with modeling the front locations and parameter

variation in the y direction for the channel domain after

stacking the unit cell equations devoped here.

In the following section we introduce the ordinary dif-

ferential equations that describe the water dynamics in the

membrane and the water front in the GDLs. The model is

implemented as a three-mode hybrid-state model and will be

stacked (literally and figuratively) in the future to model the

water front propagation in the channels.

II. SYSTEM EQUATIONS 0-D UNIT FUEL CELL MODEL

The water dynamics in the GDL-MB-GDL unit model are

governed by the membrane water content and the location of

a liquid water front in the GDLs as follows. A single state can

be used to model water uptake into the membrane. Diffusion

within the membrane is fast with respect to water uptake,

therefore we can solve the diffusion and osmotic drag in

each half of the membrane, using (5) and (13), which yields

a piecewise linear water content profile as indicated in Fig 3.

The average membrane water content, λmb, is calculated

from the water flux into the membrane from the cathode

side, Nv,ca,mb, and out of the membrane from the anode

side, Nv,an,mb,

dλmb

dt
= Kmb(Nv,ca,mb − Nv,an,mb) , (1)

where Kmb = EW/(ρmb δmb) is the membrane water uptake

rate.

The location of the two phase (liquid-vapor) water front

in the anode GDL, xfr,an, is governed by the rate of water

accumulation in the GDL that is condensing into the liquid

phase, Nl,an. Hence the front propagation is given by,

dxfr,an

dt
= KL

{

Nl,an xfr,an < δGDL

min(0, Nl,an) xfr,an = δGDL ,
(2)
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where KL = Mv/(ρl s∗ ǫ δGDL) is a constant which ac-

counts for the geometry and density of liquid water in the

two phase region assuming the front propagates with constant

liquid saturation (s = s∗), as shown in Fig. 3. The right hand

side (RHS) of (2) depends on Nl,an, which is equal to the

difference between the flux of water entering the GDL from

the membrane, Nv,an,mb, and the flux of vapor leaving from

the GDL and entering the channel Nv,an,

Nl,an = Nv,an,mb − Nv,an . (3)

These fluxes are diffusive fluxes and hence depend on the

vapor profile in the GDL, cv,an(x) which in turn depends

on the liquid phase front location xfr,an.

This spatially and temporally dependent coupling between

the liquid and vapor phase through the condensation and

evaporation is simplified in this paper by employing two

assumptions. First, the liquid water dynamics are much

slower than the gas dynamics, due to the difference in

density, 1000 times greater. Therefore, for the purpose of

tracking the liquid front propagation in the fuel cell, we can

take the gas states to be in steady state [10], [16]. Second,

we assume that all the condensation and evaporation occurs

at the membrane-GDL (MB-GDL) x = 0 and liquid phase

front location xfr,an. With these assumptions, the steady-

state solution of the vapor diffusion equation is a piece-

wise linear profile for the water vapor concentration, which

follows the liquid water front location as seen in Fig. 3,

cv,an(x) =

{

min(bv, cv,sat(T )) x ≤ xfr,an

mv x + bv x > xfr,an .
(4)

The vapor profile, cv,an(x), behind the front in the two

phase region x ≤ xfr,an is equal to the concentration at

saturation cv,sat(T ). In the vapor phase region, between the

front location and the channel x > xfr,an, the linear profile

is the result of Fickian diffusion, and is discussed more in

Sec. II-B.

The propagation of the front location in the cathode GDL,

ẋfr,ca, is defined similarly, where Nl,ca is given by (12).

For brevity only the equations detailing the anode side

will be presented, the cathode side equations are similar

except where noted. The system can be described using an

isothermal model or a slowly evolving temperature profile

where the measured end plate temperature is imposed as the

boundary condition at the GDL-channel (GDL-ch) interface

and a few degrees higher (load dependent) temperature at

the membrane-GDL (MB-GDL) interface because heat is

generated from the reaction. Here we assume a spatially

invariant temperature distribution and present the equations

with explicit temperature dependencies only when variables

are first introduced.

A. Membrane Water Transport

The water flux out of the membrane and into the anode

GDL is governed by diffusion and osmotic drag,

Nv,an,mb = 2
αw Dw(λmb, T ) · (λmb − λan)

δmb

−
nd ifc

F
.

(5)

The first term in (5) describes diffusion in the membrane,

which is driven by the anode side gradient of the membrane

water concentration as it is shown in Fig. 3. The anode

water gradient is defined by the state, λmb, and the water

content at the membrane interface with the anode GDL λan.

In reality, at the MB-GDL interface there is a catalyst layer,

but since the catalyst layer is very thin its effect can be

lumped into λan. Therefore we express λan as a function of

catalyst flooding level, sctl,an and the vapor concentration in

the GDL cv,an(0),

λan = (1 − sctl,an) λT,a + sctl,an λmax, (6)

where λT,a is the membrane water uptake isotherm [8], [17],

λT,a = c0(T ) + c1(T ) a + c2(T ) a2 + c3(T ) a3, (7)

which is a function of the water activity, a, at the GDL-

MB interface. The water activity in the GDL-MB interface

is equal to the ratio of vapor concentration to the saturation

value, a = cv,an(0)/cv,sat.

The dependece of membrane water content on catalyst

liquid saturation is introduced to capture the observed anode

flooding behavior. We propose that sctl,an is a function of

the liquid flux Nl,an as follows,

sctl,an =
max(Nl,an, 0)

NL,max

, (8)

where NL,max is the maximum liquid water flux the catalyst

layer can handle before becoming completely saturated.

NL,max should be inversely proportional to liquid water

viscosity, therefore we choose the following functional form

with an exponential temperature dependence,

NL,max(T ) = NL0

(

exp

[

NL1

(

1

303
−

1

T

)])

, (9)

where NL1 and NL0 are tunable parameters.

Note 1: The liquid volume fraction in the catalyst, sctl,an,

represents the fraction of the membrane which is in contact

with liquid water. Therefore sctl,an in (6) linearly interpolates

between the water content of a vapor equilibrated membrane,

λT,a=1, and the liquid equilibrated value λmax = 22,

resolving the schroeder’s paradox [13].

Note 2: There is no vapor gradient across the membrane

when liquid is present in both GDLs, since the vapor

concentration on both sides of the membrane is equal to

cv,sat, therefore the difference between the catalyst flooding

levels sctl,an and sctl,ca drives water transport through the

membrane.

Note 3: The membrane water diffusion coefficient,

Dw(λmb, T ), has an exponential dependence on temperature,

but only a linear dependence on membrane water content for

values of λmb greater than 6 [17], [18]. Typical membrane

water content, when the cell is near flooding conditions, is

in the range 9 to 14.

The second term in (5) describes electro-osmotic drag,

which pulls water from the anode to the cathode with the

conduction of protons through the membrane, and therefore
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Fig. 3. Two phase water front evolution in the anode GDL for the unit fuel cell model, which represents a 1-D slice from Fig. 1. The figures show the
assumed profiles in membrane water content (grey region), GDL water vapor concentration (upper plots) and GDL liquid water saturation (lower plots).

is dependent on the current density, ifc. The drag coefficient

is given by

nd =

{

λmb/λT,a=1 λmb < λT,a=1

Kλ,T (λmb − λT,a=1) + 1 λmb ≥ λT,a=1
,

(10)

which depends on the membrane water content and temper-

ature with,

Kλ,T =
(−1.834 + 0.0126 T − 1)

(λmax − λT,a=1)
(11)

a linear interpolation between nd = 1 for the vapor equi-

librated membrane and nd = −1.834 + 0.0126 T , for the

liquid equilibrated membrane [18].

1) Cathode Side Equations: the same set of equation are

used on the cathode, with the inclusion of generated water

and a change of sign which accounts for the use of a different

coordinate axis,

1

2

ifc

F
− Nv,ca,mb = Nv,ca + Nl,ca, (12)

Nv,ca,mb = 2
αw Dw(λmb, T ) · (λca − λmb)

δmb

−
nd ifc

F
.

(13)

B. GDL Water Transport

The vapor flux from the GDL to the channel, Nv,an, that

defines the net flux of water accumulating inside the GDL in

(3) and hence the liquid from propagation in (2) is governed

by diffusion, Nv,an = −Dve∂cv,an/∂x. The GDL vapor

flux takes a specific form due to the specific vapor profile

assumption we made in (4),

Nv,an = −Dve mv. (14)

At the GDL-Ch interface, the flux is defined by the diffusive

GDL flux (at the GDL side of the GDL-ch interface)

Nv,an

∣

∣

δ
−

GDL

= −Dve mv (15)

is equal to the mass transfer type condition [15], which

governs the vapor flux at the channel side of the GDL-

Channel interface

Nv,an

∣

∣

δ
+

GDL

=kmt (cv,an(δGDL) − cv,an,ch)

=kmt (mv δGDL + bv − cv,an,ch) ,
(16)

where kmt = Sh DV /Hch is the mass transfer coefficient,

related to the Sherwood number Sh, the free space diffusion

coefficient for vapor in hydrogen, DV , and the characteristic

length which is channel height, Hch.

The equality between (15) and (16) is used to eliminate

one of the vapor profile parameters, mv . The other parameter,

bv , depends on the liquid front location xfr,an. If (xfr,an >
0), then the simplifying assumption cv,an(xfr,an) =
cv,sat(T ), and continuity of the vapor flux

cv,an(x−

fr,an) = cv,sat = cv,an(x+
fr,an) = mv xfr,an + bv ,

(17)

allows for calculation of the vapor profile in the GDL using

(15), (16) and (17) directly, as shown in (20). In order

to evaluate bv , when xfr,an = 0 we must consider both

cases arising from the min(·) function in (4) for the vapor

concentration at the membrane. In the first case, we assume

that bv ≥ cv,sat, then cv,an(0) = min(bv, cv,sat) = cv,sat

and we proceed as above. If bv < cv,sat, then cv,an(0) = bv

and bv is found to satisfy a conservation of flux condition,

Nv,an|0+ = −Dve mv = Nv,an|0− = Nv,an,mb, at the MB-

GDL interface, which implies NL,an = 0 and is consis-

tent with the assumption of sub-saturated GDL conditions.

Hence, the parameter bv forms a coupling between the vapor

transport in the GDL (14) and the water transport through

the membrane (5).

As an example of the evolution achieved with the equa-

tions so far, consider an increase in membrane water content

λmb
1 or a change in current density that will cause an

increase in bv and a simultaneous increase in the spatial vapor

gradient mv , hence vapor flux out of the GDL. When bv

1The change in λmb is here assumed to be imposed by the cathode
channel conditions such as a change in the cathode inlet humidity.
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reaches cv,sat(T ), the maximum vapor flux though the GDL

is achieved and any additionally flux from the membrane

can not be matched by the vapor flux out of the GDL,

NL,an = Nv,an,mb − Nv,an > 0, therefore the liquid front

will start advancing.

When the front location reaches to the channel xfr,an =
δGDL, the min(·) function in (2) stops the front propagation,

but allows for the front to recede if the channel dries such that

cv,an,ch decreases to a value where evaporation at the front

location drives Nl,an < 0. In the case when xfr,an = δGDL

and Nl,an > 0, the liquid flux is transported directly into

the channel, since hydrophobicity of the GDL expels water

readily when s > sim.

III. SYSTEM MODES

The min(·) and max(·) functions in (4) and (8) lead

to a switched mode system with the following physical

interpretation for the resulting modes.

• Mode 1: Vapor only transport in the GDL, when there

is no two phase front i.e. xfr,an = 0 and Nl,an = 0.

• Mode 2: The two phase front is advancing, Nl,an > 0
and xfr,an ≥ 0 .

• Mode 3: The two phase front is receding, Nl,an ≤ 0
and xfr,an > 0.

The dynamic equations describing membrane water content

and front propagation in the GDL can be represented by

one of three possible system modes for each side of the

membrane.The overall system has a total of nine system

modes, including the same three modes for the cathode.

We consider the cathode to always be in mode 2 when a

humidified air inlet is used, due to the additional product

water generation at the cathode. Therefore we present the

three modes relating to the anode side only.

A. Mode 1

In mode 1 there is only vapor transport in the GDL, and the

dynamics of water are defined only by the membrane water

content (λmb) since there is no liquid front, xfr,an = 0.

Moreover the water vapor profile changes so that the vapor

flux through the GDL (Nv,an) equals the vapor flux from

the membrane to the anode (Nv,an,mb), Nv,an,mb = Nv,an.

Hence, no liquid water accumulates in the GDL, NL,an =
0, and consequently ẋfr,an = 0. The water vapor profile

and its associated flux though the GDL can be calculated in

this mode using (5) where (cv,an(0) = bv) is used in the

calculation of, λan, as described in II-A, which reduces to

λan = λ (T, a) , and a =
bv

cv,sat

. (18)

An additional simplification is achieved by linearization of

the water uptake,

λ (T, a) ≈ mλ(T ) a + bλ(T ) (19)

which allows us to derive a closed form solution for Nv,an,mb

from (4, 5, 15, 16) and (19). The resulting flux is shown in

(25).

Mode 1

Mode 2 Mode 3

g(·) <
0 and x

fr,an =
0

g(·) < 0

g(·) ≥ 0

g(·
) ≥

0

Fig. 4. Hybrid state model of advancing (g > 0) and receding (g ≤ 0)
water fronts in the GDL.

Note 4: The temperature dependent parameters mλ, and

bλ, are found by linearizing the membrane uptake isotherm,

(7), around the point a = 1. For very dry regions of the fuel

cell, away from a = 1, this linearization may be inaccurate

and hence should be replaced by the actual cubic uptake

isotherm. In this case, calculation of Nv,an,mb using iterative

numerical solution strategy could be employed.

B. Modes 2 & 3

The presence of liquid water in the GDL for modes 2

& 3 decouple vapor transport in the GDL from membrane

water transport. Evaluation of the vapor profile (4) at the

front location (17) allows direct calculation of the vapor flux.

Solution of (17), (15), and (16), yields the vapor flux through

the GDL which is valid for both modes 2 and 3,

N (2)
v,an = N (3)

v,an =
Dve kmt (cv,sat − cv,an,ch)

Dve + kmt (δGDL − xfr,an)
. (20)

Calculation of the vapor flux from the membrane to the

GDL, Nv,an,mb, depends on the water activity at the MB-

GDL interface. Since liquid water is present in the GDL, a =
1 in (6) independently of Nv,an. The max(·) function in (8)

leads to different dynamic system behavior for modes 2 and

3. In mode 3 (receding front), Nl,an ≤ 0 and sctl,an = 0 by

(8), therefore simultaneous solution of (5-6), yields a simple

relationship for the membrane water flux though the anode

side of the membrane,

N
(3)
v,an,mb =

2αw Dw(λmb, T ) (λmb − λT,a=1)

δmb

−
nd ifc

F
.

(21)

The solution of (5-9) for mode 2 is shown in (26).

IV. HYBRID MODES AND SWITCHING CONDITIONS.

The dynamic evolution of the two phase liquid-vapor front

in the anode GDL (xfr,an) can be described by a hybrid

dynamical system with three distinct modes, as shown in

Fig. 4. The transitions between these modes are determined

by the states (the front location xfr,an and the membrane

water content λmb) and the inputs (channel water vapor

concentration cv,an,ch and current density ifc) through the

switching function g(·),

g(xfr,an, cv,an,ch, λmb, ifc) = N
(3)
v,an,mb − N (2)

v,an. (22)
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• Mode 1: xfr,an = 0 and Nl,an = 0, Vapor transport only. (3) reduces to Nv,an = Nv,an,mb

N
(1)
v,an,mb

= −
Dve kmt

(

2 αw Dw(λmb, T ) F
(

−cv,sat λmb + cv,an,ch mλ + cv,sat bλ

)

+ nd cv,sat δmb ifc

)

F (kmt cv,sat Dve δmb + 2 Dve mλ αw Dw(λmb, T ) + 2 kmt δGDL mλ αw Dw(λmb, T ))
(25)

• Mode 2: xfr,an ≥ 0 and Nl,an > 0, two phase transport with sctl,an > 0. The vapor flux is given by (20).

N
(2)
v,an,mb

=
[

Nl,max

(

nd ifc δmb − 2 αw Dw(λmb, T ) F
(

λmb − λT,a=1

)) (

Dve + kmt (δGDL − xfr,an)
)

+2 αw Dw(λmb, T ) Dve kmt F (λT,a=1 − λmax)
(

cv,sat − cv,an,ch

)]

∗
[

F
(

Dve + kmt (δGDL − xfr,an)
) (

2 αw Dw(λmb, T ) (λT,a=1 − λmax) − Nl,max δmb

)]

−1

(26)

The switching function g(·) compares the vapor flux,

assuming an advancing front, mode 2, using (20) to the

membrane flux at the transition between modes 1, 2 and 3,

which is equivalent to the membrane flux in mode 3 using

(21), by assuming a stationary front NL,an = 0 as shown

below.

When (xfr,an > 0)

lim
NL,an→0+

Nv,an,mb = lim
λan→λT,a=1

N
(2)
v,an,mb = N

(3)
v,an,mb

(23)

and when (xfr,an = 0)

lim
NL,an→0−

Nv,an,mb = lim
bv→cv,sat

N
(1)
v,an,mb = N

(3)
v,an,mb (24)

If g(·) > 0 then the front must be advancing, and the

system is in mode 2, otherwise the front is receding and the

system is in mode 3 until the front reaches the membrane

(xfr,an = 0), at which point the system switches to mode 1.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a hybrid dynamical model for the advancing

and receding two phase liquid-vapor fronts in the GDL of a

PEMFC was presented. Three system modes, are required to

describe the advancing front, receding front and vapor only

phase in the anode GDL. Several simplifying assumptions

were presented in order to describe the slowly evolving

liquid water dynamics using ODEs, which yields a huge

reduction in the computational complexity of the model

when compared to the traditional approach of solving the

coupled two-phase diffusion partial differential equation. The

inclusion of catalyst flooding and the resulting impact on

membrane water transport highlights another improvement

over our previous work. The model can be used to estimate

the membrane water content, the rate of water crossover

though the membrane and liquid water accumulation in the

anode channel, all of which impact fuel cell performance.

Our next goal is the development of an along the channel

moving front similar to [16] and parameterization of the

tunable parameters, (such as Dve in (14), NL,0 and NL,1

in (9), αw in (5) and s∗ in (2)), to match measurements of

liquid water accumulation in PEMFC via neutron imaging

[1].
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